Gutter Trace

Most snow and ice melt applications are best served by using our self-regulating heating cable. The RoofHeat cables can be installed in roof gutters and drainpipes to keep your home safe from dangerous ice damage and frost erosion.

Our self-regulating roof and gutter cables feature advanced technology that results in effective, energy-efficient operation. The irradiated conductive core increases its heat output as the temperature falls, and decreases its output when the temperature rises. These cables feature durable construction and UV protection, and are a big step ahead of other retail cable options.

- Fully Automated and Energy Efficient
- Extends the Life of your Roof and Gutters
- Increases Property Value
- Maintenance Free

Portable Snow Melting and Outdoor Heating Mats

The innovative PowerBlanket® is an extremely durable outdoor heating blanket, barrel warmer and weatherproof covering that can be used for a variety of home and construction applications. From large outdoor concrete projects to snow melting, ground thaw and indoor heating needs, PowerBlankets can be used individually or linked together to meet your specific space requirements.

PowerBlanket engine warmers, barrel warmers and snow melting traction mats are also available from Warmzone.

Heated Walkways

Warmzone offers a wide variety of custom snow melting options so you can install radiant heat in your sidewalks, porches, stairs, and walkways, etc.

Features and benefits include:

- Fully Automated, Energy Efficient Operation
- Enhanced Pedestrian Safety
- Environmentally Friendly
- Easy to Customize
- Easy to Install
- Eliminates Manual Snow Removal

The Radiant Heat Experts

Warmzone is a national radiant design and sales operation based in Salt Lake City, Utah. We custom design both electric and hydronic heating systems for interior and exterior applications. Our staff works directly with your installer to make these unique systems become a reality.

Call a Warmzone representative today for more information at (888) 488-9276, or email us at info@warmzone.com.
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Heated Driveways

Exterior snow melting systems are some of the finest conveniences you can enjoy. Sit back and relax as snow and ice melt from your driveway, sidewalks, and steps. Energy-efficient electric snowmelt systems are designed to provide maintenance-free snow melting in concrete, asphalt, stone, brick paver surfaces and more.

Fully automated radiant snowmelt systems can be installed in a variety of applications, including: sidewalks, ramps, patios, porches, steps, loading docks, etc.

Roof Deicing

Roof deicing and gutter trace systems are one of the best investments you can make to protect your roof from snow and ice damage. Freeze-thaw conditions form dangerous ice dams and icicles that can cause structural damage and leaking to your roof. Snow accumulation creates heavy weight loads on roofs and are often dangerous and difficult to remove.

Fortunately, snow and ice can be cleared away with a well-designed roof deicing system. Warmzone offers the highest quality roof heating systems available for all types of applications, including new construction, remodeling, and existing roofs.

Underfloor Heating

Radiant floor heat is comfortable, clean and energy efficient. The benefits of radiant floor heating systems make them an ideal solution for any new construction or remodeling project. If you plan on heating your bathroom floors, basement or entire home, Warmzone is the industry leader for designing and purchasing an affordable radiant heat system.

Underfloor radiant heat will add luxury, comfort and efficient warmth to your home or business. Contact a radiant heat expert at Warmzone directly to learn more about floor heating and other radiant heat options at (888) 488-9276 or visit www.warmzone.com.

Project Portfolio

We Offer Professional Quotes and Design Layouts

Warmzone’s free quote and consultation services have been featured on HGTV and on Bob Vila’s Home Again program. Customers ranging from homeowners to trade professionals depend on Warmzone to create the best, most reliable heating system to meet their unique requirements.

Call (888) 488-9276 for a FREE quote.